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In subsonic axisymmetric jet impingement on a plane wall perpendicular to the jet axis, 
it is possible to identify a number of characteristic flow regions within the initial (Fig. 
la) or the basic (Fig. Ib) flow regions: the undisturbed jet flow region I covering the dis- 
tance from the nozzle exit to the wall H = h/r a _> 3, where r a is the radius of the nozzle 
section; the mixing region II, where the flow turns along the wall with appreciable negative 
pressure gradient along the wall; the radial wall jet region III and the near-wall boundary- 
layer region IV. 

Gas flow in these regions is characterized by nonuniform distribution in mean and 
fluctuating characteristics along longitudinal and transverse directions [I] and high level 
of fluctuations in gasdynamic quantities (flow turbulence) affecting heat-and-mass transfer 
in the near-wall boundary layer [2, 3]. The nature of gas flow in the boundary layer near 
the stagnation point is such that, in setting up the turbulence model for the closure of basic 
equations, it is not possible to correctly simulate the actual momentum, heat, and mass 
transfer within the framework of simplest phenomenological first-order derivative models 
(e.g., Prandtl's mixing length model) because of a number of reasons. Unfortunately, there 
is very little information on the microstructure of axisymmetric flow in the above-mentioned 
flow regions in jet impingement on a plane wall. Apart from [1-4], it is possible to men- 
tion [5], in which plane jet impingement is considered. The aim of the present paper is to 
consolidate and generalize the available data on the microstructure of axisymmetric jet im- 
pingement. 

i. Experimental Procedure and Data Processing. The study was conducted on an experi- 
mental setup [I, 4] using constant temperature hot-wire anemometer (frequency domain for the 
instrument was up to 25 kHz) with the following range of parameters: nozzle diameter d a = 
30-100 mm with a contraction ratio (by area) of 100-9, respectively; mean exit velocity 
<Ua> = 8-100 m/sec; distance to the obstacle H = 1-32; Reynolds number Re a = <Ua> da/~ = 104- 
105 , initial turbulence at the nozzle center s a = 1.5%. Large contraction ratio Vitoshinskii 
nozzle ensured uniform mean velocity profile and its fluctuations at the nozzle section. The 
state of the boundary layers at the nozzle exit section (only they determine the initial non- 
uniformity in parameters) was estimated directly from mean velocity and turbulence measure- 
ments as well as from extensive experimental data given in [6-8]. The flow condition in the 
boundary layer depends on many factors, first of all on Re a and nozzle contraction ratio. For 
example, when <Ua> = 8 m/sec for 30- and lO0-mm diameters, the initial boundary layer is char- 
acterized by the following parameters: d a = 30 mm results in laminar boundary layer with 
shape factor H~ = ~*/6"* ~- 2.5, with momentum thickness ~**/r a = 0.025 and maximum fluctua- 
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tion level e a m a x  = 5%; when d a = i00 mm, there is a turbulent boundary layer with H~ = 1.46, 
6**/r a = 0.014, and Eamax = 12%. 

The following were studied: streamwise R:x and transverse Rxr correlation coefficients 

R,=,, = <u'(O)u'(Ax, Ar)>/(<u'2(O)><u'2(Ax, Ar)>)l/z, 

w h e r e  < u ' ( O ) u ' ( k x ) >  a n d  < u ' ( O ) u ' ( A r ) >  a r e ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t h e  s t r e a m w i s e  a n d  t r a n s v e r s e  s p a -  
t i a l  correlation between fluctuations u' in the axial velocity component at two different 
points in the!flow (only the behavior of the axial component of velocity fluctuation is con- 
sidered here and in what follows); angular brackets denote time-averaged quantity; integral 
scale of turbulence in the streamwise and transverse directions is 

Llx,r = ~. Rl=,rdx, r; 
N 

normalized energy spectrum (frequency of turbulence energy distribution), --F:(n) = EI(n)/<U>, 
where E:(n) is the distribution function for velocity fluctuation, n is the frequency, for 
which 

• F 1 (n) dn = 1, 
O 

The measurement of streamwise and transverse correlation coefficients was made with two single- 
element transducers, one of them being stationary and the other was moved downstream for meas- 
uring R:x and along the normal to the basic flow direction for measuring R1r. Analog corre- 
later with a i0 Hz-20 kHz bandpass filter was used to determine Rxx,r. While measuring Rxx as 
Ax § 0, the element located downstream is influenced by the aerodynamic wake of the first ele- 
ment and hence the value of the correlation coefficient happens to be lower. In order to 
avoid this problem, in accordance with recommendations of [9], the second element was later- 
ally moved by 0.2 mm or even rotated through 90 ~ relative to the first element. The trans- 
verse correlation coefficients in the near-wall boundary layer were determined in two ways: 
The transducer 2 (Fig. 2b) was located at a known distance from the wall y2 and the trans- 
ducer I, closest to the wall, was moved downstream toward the wall relative to the first; the 
transducer 1 was kept at a minimum distance from the wall (y~ = 0.i mm) and the transducer 2 
was moved up relative to the first from the wall. The measurement of streamwise correlation 
coefficient in the boundary layer was not carried out due to large errors in measurements 
arising from aerodynamic wake behind the probe and its support. 

The quantities L~x and L:r were determined by computing the areas under the curves R~x 
and R~r. The area bounded by the first intersection of the curve with abscissa was taken in- 
to account. 
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The spectra of streamwise velocity fluctuations were studied with a spectrum analyzer 
and frequency characteristics. The total permissible frequency range was 20-20,000 Hz. In 
the analysis of spectral function, the probe diameter was 5 ~m and the signal-to-noise ratio 
was 10-6-10 -7 . 

Since turbulence can be considered a stationary random process, there is a connection 
between correlation and spectral functions expressed by Fourier integral transform [i0]: 

2~nx Rlx = y F 1 (n) cos ~ dn; 
0 

(1.1) 

4 y n  2nnx- 
F~ (n) ----- ~ ~1~ cos 7-07 a x .  

0 

( 1 . 2 )  

For isotropic turbulence as n § 0, Eq. (1.2) reduces to the known ratio for integral scale in 
the axial direction 

LI~ = FI(O)< U>/4, (1.3) 

where FI(0) is the value of the spectral density as n ~ O. It is necessary to mention that 
though Eq. (1.2) permits the determination of F1(n) by analytical approximation of R1x, the 
existing experimental spectral as well as correlation function methods still lead to large 
errors. Hence the relation between spectral and correlation functions should be considered 
mainly to verify the results of the experimental determination of each one of them. 

2. Results of Investigation. Free Hot Jet (Undisturbed Flow Region). Experimental re- 
sults for streamwise and transverse correlation coefficients in free jet (Fig. 2a, c, curves 
4, with x = 6 and r = 0 for d a = i00 mm and <Ua> = 8 m/sec; here and in what follows all 
linear dimensions, as well as integral scales, are referred to nozzlesection diameter ra) 
confirmed the known behavior of correlation curves. Thus, correlation coefficient R~x,r 
changes with the range R1~.~[0;i] where the reduction in R1x,r with increase in Ax and Ar 
can be monotonic as well as fluctuating. It is necessary to mention that the nature of varia- 
tion of R~ x and R~ r is identical through the extent of dependence of streamwise correlation 
and is considerably more than the transverse. 

The distribution of integral turbulent scales L~x and L~ r (Fig. 3a, d a = 30-100 mm; 
<Ua> = 8-100 m/sec; bright signs represent L~x, dark signs are for L~r, positions i, 3, and 7 
are the data on the line r = i; 2, 4, and 8 for r = 0; 9 is from experiment [ii]; I0 from 
[12]), computed from correlation curves R1x and R~r across mixing zone showed that the maxi- 
mum values of integral scales occur inside the mixing zone of the jet at x = 20. However, 
the linear variation of axial integral scale with distance (curve 5), suggested in [12], 

LI~ =OA3x 

is true only in the immediate neighborhood of nozzle section (x~ [0; 3]). With further 
streamwise turbulence the integral~scale along the lines r = 1 and 0 can be described by the fol- 
lowing approximate relations (curves 1 and 2, respectively): 

LI~ = O,i3x~ (--0,048x), L1x~ = 0A3x~ (--0,043x) 

for x~ [0; 50] where the index m corresponds to the parameters on the jet axis. 

The variation in transverse turbulence integral scale is practically linear with in- 
crease in x within the limits x~ [0;16] and is also described by empirical relations ob- 
tained along lines r = 1 and 0 (curves 3 and 4, respectively): 

L1 r = 0,036x~-0,026, LI,~ ~ = 0,026x + 0,056, 

Investigation of Mach and Reynolds numbers in the above range of Ma and Rea showed their 
very weak influence on L~x and L:r in the entire expansion region of the jet. 

Analysis of the results of measurements of correlations of experimental curves given in 
the present paper and [ii] made it possible to obtain the following relations coupling cor- 
relation coefficients R1x and R~r with nondimensional length Ax/L1x and 5r/L1r: 
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R,~ = i + -r k~qT~ ) j (2.2) 

Computed results (curve 6) from (2.1) and (2,2) are given in Fig. 3b, where bright signs 
denote R, x and dark ones indicate R:r; positions ii, 12...16 are from the present experiment 
for the jet coordinates: ii) x = 2, r = 0; 12) 2, I; 13) 6, i; 14) 6, 0; 15) 16, O; 16) 16, i; 
positions 17, 18, and 19 are ~rom the experiment [Ii], 

Spectral analysis of axial component of velocity fluctuations showed that for a fixed 
velocity at the nozzle section the contribution from low-frequency fluctuations increases with 
the distance from the axis of the jet and the contribution from high-frequency fluctuations 
decreases; with increase in velocity at the nozzle section the spectrum is shifted toward the 
higher frequency region; with increase in the distance from the nozzle section the spectrum is 
shifted to the low-frequency region, 
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The generalized curve for spectral density F~(n)/Ft(0) is shown in Fig. 4a for hot sub- 
sonic jet as a function of nFt(0) at different values of critical parameters; here the shaded 
region (experiment) corresponds to the following flow parameters: <Ua> = 8, 18.5 m/sec, d a = 
30, i00 mm, x = 0-14, r = 0-1.66. 

It follows from an analysis of the data that the normalized spectral density in terms of 
frequency in the entire jet is self-similar in nature and could be described by the relation 
(curve a) obtained on the basis of Fourier integral transform (1.2) by substituting correla- 
tion function R:x (2.1) in it: 

[l =3 ]_, 
fl(O ) -- +--cu=F~(O) . (2.3) 

An attempt to construct spectral density in the coordinates of wave number kl = 2~n/<U>, 
m -t, did not provide a positive result. This is obviously because the wave number kt ~ L-~tx 
in the jet flow is appreciably nonconstant (depends on coordinates x and r). If Eq. (1.3) is 
used, then it is possible to show that nFt(0) = 2/~ktLtx and the complex nF,(0) is more uni- 
versal since the integral scale is included in it. Similar expression of spectral density 
[ktFt(kl) = f(ktLtx)] for plane channel flow is given in [9], where it is shown that in this 
case a universal distribution is observed in the low-wave number region, i.e., for large-scale 
turbulence, whereas for large-scale wave numbers there is a divergence of spectral density 
curves obtained at different points in the channel. 

The spectral density distributions obtained here were compared with the known Kolmogorov 
law for the universality of microscale turbulent fluctuations [Et(kl) ~ kt-5/a]. As seen 
from Fig. 4, the inertial flow region is small. In the region of large wave numbers, results 
of the present work satisfactorily represent angular coefficient (--7). 

3. Mixing Region. The variation of streamwise and transverse correlation coefficients 
along the axis of the mixing region of the jet with the wall is shown in Fig. 2a, c as a func- 
tion of the distance y for <Ua> = 8 m/sec, d a = i00 mm, H = 8, r = 0. Experimental data cor- 
respond to the following distances y from the surface of the wall: i) y = 2; 2) y = i; 3) 
y = 0.5. It must be remembered that here the curves R~x and Rtr are plotted on the free jet 
axis for x = 6 (curve 4). 

Analysis of experimental data for the coefficient Rtx in the free (curve 4) and mixing 
regions of the jets (curves 1-3) makes it possible to conclude that the wall has appreciable 
influence on the behavior of the streamwise correlation coefficient: The variation in Rtx 
with a decrease in y (y < 2) becomes steeper. As regards the variation in coefficients R:r, 
the wall has less effect on them compared to Rtx for the given range of parameters. The 
above-mentioned nature of the behavior of Rtx with decrease in y is also confirmed by the 
experiment [5] for the case of a plane jet mixing region when h/b = i00, where b is the noz- 
zle width. 

The curves for the distribution of correlation coefficients were integrated in order to 
obtain integral scales in the mixing region. It follows from data analysis that if, in the 
free hot jet, the value of axial integral scale increases along the axis with coordinate x, 
attaining its maximum value at x = 20 (see Fig. 3a), then in the mixing zone Ltx decreases 
to zero as the wall is approached. When y = 2, the value of L~x corresponds to the value of 
Ltx in the free jet. 

Distribution of integral scale Ltr in the mixing zone is subject to the distribution 
laws of L1r in the free jet and the numerical values of integral scales are determined by 
the distance of the nozzle section from the wall H. 

Analysis of experimental results on integral turbulence scales L:x and data [5] in the 
mixing region on the jet axis made it possible to obtain the following approximate relation 
to determine L,x in the form [13]: 

Ll /n = o,8t - a.85 + 6.a7 

where 

r  eor [a;171, [o; o.251. 
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These values of integral scales L~x and L~ r were used both in the case of the flow in 
the free jet to analyze the distribution of correlation coefficients R1x and RI r as well as 
f(Ax/L1x) and f(hr/L~r). Data from the above analysis are given in Fig. 5. Light signs de- 
note R~ x and the dark signs represent RI r for the following set of parameters:l) H = 8, 
d a = i00 mm, y = 0.5; 2) 8, i00, i; 3) 8, i00, 2; 4) 8, 40, 0.5; 5) 8, 40, i; 6) 17, 40, I; 
7) 17, 40, 0.5; 8) 17, 40, 2. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) (curve 9) and relations from [i0] 
(curve I0) are also shown here in the form 

~ h z 2 ) (3.1) 
R I ~ =  exp 7, ,--7- ; 

Llx 

R l r = e x p  4 L~" ~ ( 3 . 2 )  

Analysis of experimental data shows that with the approach of the wall for y~ [0; i[ 
correlation curves are fuller and follow Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). With increasing distance from 
the wall for y > i, correlation functions are less full and correspond to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). 
Thus, distributions R1x and RI r are not universal in the mixing region, although they could 
be obtained from (2.1), (2.2), and (3.1), (3.2) as a function of y. 

The changes in the behavior of correlation curves lead to a change in the one-dimension- 
al spectrum. The velocity at the nozzle section, as before, has the same effect on the nature 
of the spectrum as in the free jet. With approaching wall, as <Ua> = const, there is an in- 
crease in the contribution from low-frequency fluctuations as a result of stagnation at the 

wall. 

The distribution of F1(n) in the mixing zone is shown in Fig. 4b. The dashed line cor- 
responds to <Ua> = 8, 16 m/sec, d a = i00 mm, H = 8 and 16, y = 0.2-2, r = 0-2.8. 

It follows from the graph that in the high-frequency region the spectral distribution 
function is not universal in nature: experimental values of FI(n)/F:(0) are placed between 
Eq. (2.3) (curve b) and the relation obtained from Eq. (3.1) using Fourier integral trans- 
form (1.2) (curve b'), in the, form 

FI(n)/F~(O ) = exp [--nFl(O) l. (3.3) 

4. Near-Wall Boundary Layer. Some experimental results for transverse correlation co- 
efficients R~y in the near-wall boundary layer are shown in Fig. 2b, c, e, and f. It follows 
from the experimental data that, for y2 = 1.7 nun and r = 1.6 = const (Fig. 2b, curves 5-7 
correspond to H = I, 8, and 16 for d a = i00 mm) with an increase in the distance of the noz- 
zle section from the wall H there is an increase in the fullness of profiles R~y. On the 
other hand, for H = 1 = const and y2 = 1.7 mm (Fig. 2c, curves 8-10 correspond to r = 0.8, 
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1.6, and 2.4 for d a = i00 mm) with increase in the distance from the stagnation point r there 
is a reduction in the fullness of the profile R1y. It is necessary to mention that the 
greater is the damping of correlation curves R1y the lower is the distance y2 from the wall 
(curves 9, ii, and 12 are for y2 = 1.7, 1.2, and 0.7 mm for d a = i00 mm) with H and r = const. 
From a comparison of distribution curves for R1y, viz., 13, 14 or 16, 17 (Fig. 2e, curves 13 
and 14 correspond to Yl = 0.i mm, y2 = 1.6 for d a = 30 mm, H = 16, and r = 5.5; Fig. 2f, 
curves 16 and 17 are for yl = 0.i mm and y2 = 1.6 for d a = 30 mm, H = 30, and r = 5.5), it 
follows that the nature of variation of R~y depends on the distance from the first measure- 
ment point over the wall surface (displacement of the moveable transducer away from the wall 
or toward it). Thus, as the transducer moves away from the wall (y~ = 0.i mm, curves 13, 15, 
and 16, 18; positions 15 and 18 correspond to r = i0) the extent of the region continuous in 
Ay is 2-3 times higher than during the motion toward the wall (curves 14 and 17) and signifi- 
cantly exceeds the wall boundary-layer thickness, which indicates the deep penetration of 
large-scale vortices from the jet to the wall boundary layer and the asymmetry in correlation 
function relative to the origin. 

Integral scales L1y were determined from the distribution of R:y. The streamwise inte- 
gral turbulence scale L1r is plotted using Eq. (1.3). Numerical values of L1y and L1r (in 
millimeters) are given in Tables 1 and 2. The arithmetic mean value of the scale L:y for 
all y across the boundary layer is also given in Table 1 in the last column. It is condi- 
tionally taken as the integral scale at the outer boundary of the boundary layer. In Table 2 
the values of L1r at the boundary-layer edge (the last column) correspond to the distance 
y = 1 mm. Analysis of these data shows that within the framework of the present study the 
quantity L~y can be considered a constant, being of the order of the boundary-layer thick- 
ness. The quantity L1r considerably exceeds L~y, and it increases with an increase in the 
distance from the stagnation point r, attaining a certain maximum at r = 4 and then de- 
creases. With increase in y from the wall as r and H = const, the streamwise integral tur- 
bulence scale increases (see Table 2). 

Analysis of correlation functions R~y in the Ay/L~y coordinates (Fig. 6, where the dark 
points denote the movement of the transducer 1 downstream toward the wall with y2 = 1.7 mm = 
const; the light points correspond to movement of the transducer 2 upward from the wall with 
Yl = 0.i mm = const for the following set of parameters: i) H = i, r = 1.6; 2) i, 6; 3) 8, 
2.4; 4) 16, 6; 5) 16, 3; 6) 16, i0; 7) 16, 5.3; 8) 30, i0) showed that the behavior of cor- 
relation functions as the transducer moves toward the wall can be described by Eq. (3.2), 
i.e., curve 9, and by Eq. (2.2) as the transducer moves away from the wall (curve i0). The 
above situation may be associated with the influence of the wall on the jet in the mixing 
region and also with the inaccuracy in the determination of correlation coefficients. 

It follows from the analysis of energy spectra for the above range of flow parameters 
that the maximum frequency varies from 1 kHz at the outer boundary with velocity at the 
nozzle exit <Ua> = 8 m/sec to 0.5 kHz for y = 0.i mm. The upper value of the frequency in 
free jet and in the mixing region equals 2 kHz. The expression of the one-dimensional spec- 
trum of streamwise velocity fluctuations in the form (2.3) (see Fig. 4c, curve c) carries a 
self-similar characteristic in the wall region of the boundary layer (dashed region corre- 
sponds to the following interaction parameters: d a = 30 and i00 mm, H = 1-16, r = 0.8-6, y = 
0.1-1.4 mm). The presence of spectral self-similar function (2.3) makes it possible to de- 
scribe the distribution of streamwise correlation coefficient R~ r in the boundary layer using 
Fourier integral transform also by tile universal relation (2.1). 

In conclusion, it is necessary to mention the equations (2.1)-(2.3) and (3.1)-(3.3) char- 
acterizing, as a rule, isotropic turbulence, are also valid (within experimental errors) for 
real nonisotropic flow, which makes it possible to consider the microstructure of the flow 
to be locally isotropic and the relations themselves to be an interesting approximation for 
practical computations of jet impingement on a wall. 
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NONLINEAR FORCED VIBRATIONS IN A HELMHOLTZ RESONATOR 

N. A. Borisova, A. P. Golovin, A. V. Gubarev, 
S. A. Laptev, A. A. Nekrasov, and O. I. Pechenova 

UDC 533.534-13 

The linear theory of a Helmholtz resonator -- a vessel with a short open neck -- was de- 
veloped by Helmholtz and Rayleigh. In this theory [i], a Helmholtz resonator is treated as 
a vibrating system with one degree of freedom (for the fundamental longitudinal mode), and in 
the first approximation it is assumed that all its kinetic energy is concentrated in the mov- 
ing gas in the neck and in a certain neighborhood of the neck opening, and the potential 
energy of elastic deformation is in the gas in the vessel. The Helmholtz resonator is dis- 
tinguished by its high Q, which is responsible for its wide use in acoustics. The process 
characterized by a periodic directed ejection of gas from a Helmholtz resonator with a sub- 
sequent suction of a new portion of gas from the space surrounding the neck inlet determined 
its technical use in devices providing pulsed periodic combustion of fuel [2, 3]. The Helm- 
holtz resonator can clearly be used in other devices also, in which pulsed periodic physical 
and chemical reactions and technological processes occur with the release of energy in gas 
mixtures, for example in a pulsed periodic gas laser. For a technical device it is important 
to intensify the process; in a Helmholtz resonator this involves the excitation of strong in- 
trinsically nonlinear vibrations [2, 3] in which the flow velocity in the neck turns out to 
be comparable with the velocity of sound. For such devices it is necessary to know the vari- 
ation in the flow rate and the intensity of mass transfer in the neck, which also determines 
their efficiency. It is clear that such information can be obtained for nonlinear vibrations 
only by numerical methods. 
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